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Today's links
Uber's still not profitable: An effective wealth transfer of $2.8 billion from labor to capital in just three months.
Hey look at this: Delights to delectate.
This day in history: 2002, 2007, 2017, 2021
Colophon: Recent publications, upcoming/recent appearances, current writing projects, current reading

Uber's still not profitable (permalink)
Uber just released its Q2 numbers for 2022 and trumpeted that it had finally achieved cash-flow positivity – and it only
took 13 years and $32 billion in losses! So has Uber finally turned a corner? Will the company finally attain
profitability and repay those billions?
Nope.
The best analyst of Uber's financial disclosures – as always – is Hubert Horan, a transport analyst who has made a
second career out of debullshitifying Uber's balance-sheet deceptions, proving that the company is a bezzle ("the magic
interval when a confidence trickster knows he has the money he has appropriated but the victim does not yet understand
that he has lost it").
https://horanaviation.com/publications-uber
Every bezzle ends. Uber's days are, therefore, numbered. But Uber is a bezzle, and so long as new suckers can be found
to buy up the company's stock, its existing investors can cash out and run for the hills in advance of the collapse.
Uber management devotes substantial energy to polishing turds, bringing a deceptive gleam to each quarter's results to
lure in new money.
Last quarter, Uber trumpeted its first profitable quarter.
They lied.
In February, Horan did an especially fantastic job dissecting Uber's lies revealing the accounting tricks behind Uber's
Q1 profitability. The main trick was this: Uber had been forced to sell off unprofitable overseas divisions in China,
Russia and Southeast Asia. The company had spent billions trying to enter these markets…and failed.
https://pluralistic.net/2022/02/11/bezzlers-gonna-bezzle/#gryft
The buyers for these divisions paid back a fraction of Uber's squanderings. Worse, the buyers – Uber copycats that were

also losing money – didn't pay Uber in cash. Rather, they paid in their illiquid, doomed stock, which they had assigned
sky-high valuations to, borrowing a leaf from Uber's own ledger-books.
So Uber sold off unprofitable divisions, writing off billions. It swapped these divisions for junk shares in doomed
companies whose own accounts were works of absolute fiction. It claimed those junk shares were worth vast fortunes,
called them an "investment," and declared that it had turned a profit. That was the secret to Uber's Q1/22 profits.
Even if you accept Uber's bizarre valuations of these companies, this maneuver should not send you out to buy Uber
stock. After all, if the only way Uber can turn a profit is to sell off overseas divisions and exit major markets, the
company won't be "profitable" for very long. Claiming to have turned a profit by selling off a third of the company is
like claiming to have saved yourself from starvation by eating both your legs. What are you going to eat tomorrow?
Which takes us neatly to Q2-2022 (and H1-2022), where, once again, Uber is claiming to have attained profitability. How
have they managed this incredible trick? Is the company finally going to deliver on its $32b promise of losing money on
every ride but making it up in volume?
Nope.
Horan's latest analysis lays bare the latest bag of accounting tricks deployed by the company, summed up in a single
line: "Uber has completely abandoned its original, failed corporate strategy, and has reverted to a lousier version of
what traditional taxis had been doing for years."
https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2022/08/hubert-horan-can-uber-ever-deliver-part-thirty-one-ubers-legitimate-cumulativelosses-top-32-billion-pl-improvements-driven-by-much-higher-fares-and-multi-billion-dollar-transfers-from.html
Anyone who's taken an Uber since the lockdowns lifted knows that the company's prices have skyrocketed. What you may not
know (unless you drive for Uber) is that the company has also slashed driver pay over that same period – over the past
year, Uber's share of each fare climbed from 18% to 28%, a 66% increase in the shareholders' claim over the fruits of
Uber drivers' labor.
This is a big deal! In Q2 alone, Uber transferred $2.8b from its drivers to its shareholders. If the company can keep
that up, it will make its shareholders $11b richer (and its drivers $11b poorer) in 2022.
But how long can the company sustain this practice? After all, Uber drivers are living through the Great Resignation,
the tightest labor market in a generation, with businesses of all kinds desperate to lure them out of their cars. Hell,
Uber drivers can just switch to driving taxis and get a raise (many Uber drivers are cab drivers who switched when
Uber's $32b investor cash firehose funded predatory low prices and driver subsidies).
Just as Uber must use unsustainable tricks to keep investors from bailing on an unprofitable enterprise, the company
needs tricks to keep drivers behind the wheel even as it steals their wages. The latest trick? Letting drivers see
riders' locations and drop-offs before they accept a job.
Now, this is absolutely a good thing for drivers. The idea that Uber drivers are "independent contractors" was always a
tissue-thin fiction, but never so much as when the company dictated that these "independent contractors" wouldn't be
allowed to know what jobs they were saying yes to, and how much those jobs would pay, before agreeing to them.
But for Uber to live up to its own mythology, it had to lie to its drivers, because at its core, the Uber myth was that
it would replace yellow cabs with cars that would make runs to unprofitable exurbs that no driver would freely choose to
service (while charging rates so low that drivers couldn't survive on their pay).
Uber drivers were never going to freely choose to make runs to outlying areas and then "deadhead" back to the center of
town, earning nothing as they made their way back to the place where their next fare was waiting. The only way to get
drivers to make these runs was through coercion: first, hide where the next job was until the driver accepted it; next,
penalize drivers who cancelled unprofitable jobs after accepting them.
When Uber announced that it would finally let its "independent" drivers know what jobs they were saying yes to in
advance of acceptance, it trumpeted this as a benefit to riders, because it would lead to "fewer cancelled rides." What
it failed to mention was that this was because it would lead to fewer accepted rides. That is, rather than having to
wait longer because drivers tapped "accept," realized they'd lose money on your business, and tapped "cancel," you would
now wait longer because drivers just didn't accept your run.
Thus, Horan's conclusion that "Today, Uber is offering much worse service at much higher prices than the traditional
taxi industry that it had 'disrupted.' Traditional taxis were unpopular because the only way they could keep fare
revenues and costs aligned was to limit service to the densest, highest demand neighborhoods (maximizing revenue
utilization and avoiding empty backhauls) and rationing service during big demand peaks…Today, Uber offers the same poor
service as traditional taxis, but must charge enormously higher fares because of its much higher cost structure."
https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2022/08/hubert-horan-can-uber-ever-deliver-part-thirty-one-ubers-legitimate-cumulativelosses-top-32-billion-pl-improvements-driven-by-much-higher-fares-and-multi-billion-dollar-transfers-from.html
Uber's balance-sheet shell games demand that we credulously accept its claim to gains while ignoring the costs of those
gains. In service to this, the company produces exceptionally opaque accounts that do not break out specific revenue
sources and costs, using coarse topline measures to make it hard to fact-check its claims.
Nevertheless, Horan sleuths out some important figures. In 2019, Uber was running a negative 40% net margin (losing
$0.40 for every dollar it brought in). It was spending $5.16 on the average trip, and averaging $1.89 in revenue on each
trip.
In the past year, Uber has increased its year-over-year revenue by 105%, and its operating expenses went up by 72%.
Today, the company earns $4.39 per trip and spends $4.69 per trip, narrowing its Q2-2022 operating margin to -8.8% and
its net margin to -11.4%.
Hypothetically, if the company continues to raise prices and cut worker pay, it can continue to narrow the gap until it
breaks even. But can Uber actually do that?
Nope.
Take Uber's wage-bill. The company bet big on formalizing its program of worker misclassification, teaming up with Lyft
and other gig-work companies to spend $225m to pass California's Proposition 22, which would allow the company to abuse
its drivers with impunity. But sloppy drafting errors led to the California Supreme Court striking down Prop 22 in its
entirety. A similar attempt to pass a worker misclassification ballot initiative in Massachusetts also failed, not even
making it to the ballot thanks to a misleading summary in the voter guide. The Massachusetts debacle cost its backers
$100m.
https://pluralistic.net/2022/06/15/simple-as-abc/#a-big-ask
The failure to formalize worker misclassification, combined with a historically unprecedented tight labor market,
combined with rising federal and public support for unions, is extremely bad news for businesses whose path to
profitability depended on workers so desperate that they would put in 16 hours days and still need food stamps. No
wonder there's a coordinated effort among the capital classes to engineer a global recession:
https://twitter.com/StephanieKelton/status/1555306569943891968
When it comes to customers, remember that riders have alternatives to Uber. Take Lyft, the uber-alike backed by
billionaire Trump donor Peter Thiel (inexplicably, Lyft has cultivated a reputation as "the good Uber"). While Lyft
follows Uber's lead in failing to break out gross customer payments, its revenue relative to volumes only grew by 12% in
Q2, while Uber's grew by 66%. This means that Lyft is doing less gouging (of riders or drivers, or both) than Uber.
Lyft, like Uber, is a bezzle, and like Uber, Lyft is desperate for misleading accounting figures that it can trumpet to
investors to goose its share price so the original scammers and their early marks can exit, clutching bags of cash. A
campaign by Lyft that aimed at Uber's spiraling prices could easily tempt Uber riders into becoming Lyft drivers
(likewise, a campaign aimed at drivers promising a greater share of revenues could prompt an exodus of Uber drivers).
As tech stocks (and other speculative asset classes, like crypto) crater, gamblers are desperate for a new sure thing,
and both Uber and Lyft have benefitted from that. The companies' misleading Q2 figures prompted a rise in their stock
prices.
That rise can be entirely attributed to three magic words: "Adjusted EBITDA Profitability." Or, more specifically, one
word: Adjusted.
One year while I was teaching the Viable Paradise workshop, one of the other instructors handed out a piece of
absolutely invaluable writing advice. James D Macdonald gave a lecture to the students on how to write about guns.
Macdonald is a veteran with extensive firearms experience, and he explained how even minor technical errors in a
writer's depiction of a gun would prompt floods of derision from his fellow Gun People.
But, Jim explained, there is an easy fix for this. Just add the word "modified" to any gun you write into a scene. If
your protagonist takes aim with a modified Glock 19 and then accomplishes something technically impossible with a stock
Glock 19, the gun-obsessives in your readership will tie themselves in imaginative knots to figure out what fiendishly
clever modification you had in mind, and credit you for your deep knowledge of firearms.
"Adjusted EPITDA" is the "modified Glock 19" of balance sheets. Its subtext is, "Well, lesser companies may use
generally accepted accounting practice to report their finances, but here at Uber, we know so much more than them that
we have created our own, superior form of accountancy. If you doubt its superiority, merely consider that with plain old
EBIDTA, our company is hemorrhaging billions, but once we adjust that EBIDTA, we are raking in fortunes! Who can deny
our brilliance‽‽"
Just as Douglas Adams' hitchhikers carried a towel for its "immense psychological value," Uber and Lyft derive great PR
value from their "adjustments" to their balance sheets. Non-hitchhikers assum that any hitchhiker with a towel "will
automatically assume that he is also in possession of a toothbrush, face flannel, soap, tin of biscuits, flask, compass,
map, ball of string, gnat spray, wet weather gear, space suit etc."
More importantly, that non-hitchhiker "will then happily lend the hitch iker any of these or a dozen other items that
the hitchhiker might accidentally have 'lost.'" Likewise, the self-styled "brilliant investors" who are mid-bezzle and
still think they have the money the confidence trickster has made off with will look at that word "adjusted" and assume
the managers at Uber are on a glide path to world dominance.
Uber's bag of tricks is nearing its bottom. Its fantasy of magic, self-driving robo-taxis is over (the company spent
$2.5b to make a car that had a fatal crash every 0.25 miles, and then had to pay another company $400m to take the
division off its hands):
https://pluralistic.net/2020/12/08/required-reading/#goober
Same for the fantasy that it can attain profitability by throwing billions at failed overseas expansions and then make
up for it by "selling" those companies to other failing businesses who claim their useless stock is worth a fortune.
https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2022/02/hubert-horan-can-uber-ever-deliver-part-twenty-nine-despite-massive-priceincreases-uber-losses-top-31-billion.html
Also the fantasy that all Uber needed was to jettison the rapey frat-bro who founded the company and replace him with a
cultured fellow who thinks rape is bad, actually:
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/16/style/uber-ceo-dara-khosrowshahi.html
But every bezzle ends. The Saudi royals – who provided much of the billions used to prop up the Uber bezzle in its first
decades – cashed out with the company's IPO. The company may lure in some new suckers and delay the exodus of current
bag-holders with its current fantasy of infinite price-hikes and wage theft, but that's a fantasy, too.
Riders who face spiraling prices will drive their own cars, or take a bus, or take a cab, or take a Lyft. Drivers who
face spiraling wage-cuts will drive a cab, or take a job elsewhere, or switch to Lyft. Uber is a bezzle, and every
bezzle ends.
(Image: JERRYE AND ROY KLOTZ MD, CC BY-SA 3.0, modified)

Hey look at this (permalink)

The housing theory of everything https://www.worksinprogress.co/issue/the-housing-theory-of-everything/ (h/t Monty
Zukowski)
Privacy4Cars: app to delete stored data from car systems (e.g. when selling a car or returning a rental)
https://privacy4cars.com/personal-use/delete-data-from-a-car/
Hidden Harms: The Misleading Promise of Monitoring Students Online https://cdt.org/insights/report-hidden-harms-themisleading-promise-of-monitoring-students-online/

This day in history (permalink)
#20yrsago ‘That would make a wicked WiFi antenna’ is the nerd equivalent of ‘That would make a wicked bong'
https://memex.craphound.com/2002/08/05/wifi-antennae-are-the-nerds-bong/
#15yrsago Kadrey’s Butcher Bird: Dante meets RE/Search https://memex.craphound.com/2007/08/05/kadreys-butcher-birddante-meets-re-search/
#5yrsago Toronto’s real-estate bubble is finally bursting https://wolfstreet.com/2017/08/03/toronto-gta-house-condoprice-bubble-crash/
#1yrago Facebook escalates war on accountability: Privacywashing vs Ad Observer
https://pluralistic.net/2021/08/05/comprehensive-sex-ed/#quis-custodiet-ipsos-zuck
#1yrago Drone delivery crashes: What do AI, self-driving cars and Amazon drones have in common?
https://pluralistic.net/2021/08/05/comprehensive-sex-ed/#droned
#1yrago Anti-vaxers cool the mark: Using sociology to understand the con
https://pluralistic.net/2021/08/05/comprehensive-sex-ed/#goffman
#1yrago Meet the new generation of pro-abortion activists: No more Mx Nice Intersectionalist
https://pluralistic.net/2021/08/05/comprehensive-sex-ed/#never-again

Colophon (permalink)
Currently writing:
The Bezzle, a Martin Hench noir thriller novel about the prison-tech industry. Yesterday's progress: 509 words (29442
words total)
The Internet Con: How to Seize the Means of Computation, a nonfiction book about interoperability for Verso.
Yesterday's progress: 500 words (25443 words total)
Picks and Shovels, a Martin Hench noir thriller about the heroic era of the PC. (92849 words total) – ON PAUSE
A Little Brother short story about DIY insulin PLANNING
Vigilant, Little Brother short story about remote invigilation. FIRST DRAFT COMPLETE, WAITING FOR EXPERT REVIEW
Moral Hazard, a short story for MIT Tech Review's 12 Tomorrows. FIRST DRAFT COMPLETE, ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION
Spill, a Little Brother short story about pipeline protests. FINAL DRAFT COMPLETE
A post-GND utopian novel, "The Lost Cause." FINISHED
A cyberpunk noir thriller novel, "Red Team Blues." FINISHED
Currently reading: Analogia by George Dyson.
Latest podcast: View a SKU: Let’s Make Amazon Into a Dumb Pipe https://craphound.com/news/2022/07/31/view-a-sku-letsmake-amazon-into-a-dumb-pipe/
Upcoming appearances:
DEFCON 30 (Las Vegas), Aug 13
https://defcon.org/html/defcon-30/dc-30-index.html
Unfinished Live (NYC), Sept 21-24
https://live.unfinished.com/
Recent appearances:
DRM Secretly Polices You (Daily Tech News Show)
https://dailytechnewsshow.com/2022/07/29/drm-secretly-polices-you-dtns-4327/
Bricking Tractors (Inside Agri-Turf)
https://inside-agriturf.captivate.fm/episode/bricking-tractors-with-cory-doctorow
Blockchain, Bitcoin & Selling The Brooklyn Bridge (MMT Podcast):
https://pileusmmt.libsyn.com/135-cory-doctorow-blockchain-bitcoin-selling-the-brooklyn-bridge
Latest book:
"Attack Surface": The third Little Brother novel, a standalone technothriller for adults. The Washington Post called
it "a political cyberthriller, vigorous, bold and savvy about the limits of revolution and resistance." Order signed,
personalized copies from Dark Delicacies https://www.darkdel.com/store/p1840/Available_Now%3A_Attack_Surface.html
"How to Destroy Surveillance Capitalism": an anti-monopoly pamphlet analyzing the true harms of surveillance
capitalism and proposing a solution. https://onezero.medium.com/how-to-destroy-surveillance-capitalism-8135e6744d59
(print edition: https://bookshop.org/books/how-to-destroy-surveillance-capitalism/9781736205907) (signed copies:
https://www.darkdel.com/store/p2024/Available_Now%3A__How_to_Destroy_Surveillance_Capitalism.html)
"Little Brother/Homeland": A reissue omnibus edition with a new introduction by Edward Snowden:
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250774583; personalized/signed copies here:
https://www.darkdel.com/store/p1750/July%3A__Little_Brother_%26_Homeland.html
"Poesy the Monster Slayer" a picture book about monsters, bedtime, gender, and kicking ass. Order here:
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781626723627. Get a personalized, signed copy here:
https://www.darkdel.com/store/p2682/Corey_Doctorow%3A_Poesy_the_Monster_Slayer_HB.html#/.
Upcoming books:
Chokepoint Capitalism: How to Beat Big Tech, Tame Big Content, and Get Artists Paid, with Rebecca Giblin,
nonfiction/business/politics, Beacon Press, September 2022
Red Team Blues: "A grabby, compulsive thriller that will leave you knowing more about how the world works than you
did before." Tor Books, April 2023
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